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N.B's Hottest New 
Medium Predicts 

Headlines

Trapped Student Reverts to 

Cannibalism: Eats Own Leg
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Erick Garland, New Brunswick's hottest new medium may have come up with 
another winner. Already famous for predicting the headlines of the Daily Cleaner for 
the past three months in a row, he’s now come up with next winter’s headlines.

SCORES EIGHTY SEVEN AND A 
QUARTER PER CENT

Already Garland has scored eighty 
seven and a quarter per cent correct on 
headlines of the past, and now his x-ray 
eyes are seeing the headlines of the future.

“1975 will be another boring year for the 
Cleaner,” claimed Garland, adjusting his 
tie. “I foresee a lot of trouble and strife in 
the world.”
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|r -—Split in cabinet is subject of debate 

—California falls into the Pacific 
—Trouble in Middle East 
—Another Trade Deficit Forecast 
—British Columbia falls into Atlantic 
—Unrest in Italy
—Coup in South America? US denies 
interference 
—Watergate drags on 
—Another child for Trudeau 

And then some of the more outrageous, 
but more exciting forecasts:
—Diefenbacker renounces citizenship? 
Moves to Monaco
—Margaret and Pierre divorced, Trudeau 
to marry Golda Mier 
—Nova Scotia falls into Pacific 
—Pope Paul assassinated, Vatican 
invaded, US denies involvement 
—England elects Liberal Government, 
London separated 
—Quebec falls into Ontario 
—Puerto Rico becomes 52nd State 
—Mao Tse Tung gives birth to quintuplets 
—Doctor John Anderson discovered alive 
in Paraguay
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TROUBLE AND STRIFE

By RICK BAS'Prediction for the future are dim. Some 
of the highlights are:
—Fredericton digs its way out from worst 
storm of the year
—Speech from the throne subject to debate 
—New Brunswick industry moves ahead 
—Fredericton digs its way out from second 
storm of the year
—Cleaner is not an Irving paper claims 
report
—Liberals and Conservatives courting 
NDP vote in crucial issue 
—Ferguson becomes Editor-in-Chief, 
claims “New Policy" for Cleaner
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It was a trumatic experience for student STARTS AT THE FOOT 
Terry Downing. Trapped in the SUB
Cafeteria on Friday night, Downing could “I started at the foot, and worked my 
see his whole life passing before his eyes, way up.” It was tough going, and I didn’t 
“I could see my whole life passing before think I was going to make it, but then I 
my eyes,” said the student quietly, “I could see the light at the end of the tunnel, 
thought I’d made the last roundup. and it gave me fresh hope.”
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FRESH HOPE
Doctor John Anderson, the infamous 

“prez of UNB” once thought dead by his 
own hand during the student seiges of 1970, 
has been discovered alive, and living in 
Paraguay.

The present administration of the 
university has refused comment, claiming 
this startling n^ws to be “just another 
filthy lie” ana, “an obvious case of 
mistaken identity.” The Doctor, however 
has emerged as the Vice Principal of The 
Tupamaros Free School nestled on the 
banks of the senic La Plaz River.

The story of Doctor John’s dramatic 
re-entry into the education limelight was

first printed in Fredericton’s highly 
reputable Daily Gleaner, and then checked 
and printed again in the University 
Newspaper The Brunswickan, under the 
classified ad section.

Faced with the grim prospects of dying The light at the end of the tunnel was ' 
of hunger, Downing refused to panic, and SUB night watchman Johnny Anderson, 
calmly sat down and devoured his leg. (the only one half hour late, and going to beat 
right one.)
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hell. Anderson was just as surprised to 
rescue Downing as Downing was to be 
rescued by Anderson.

“I didn’t think he jvas still alive,” 
“It was that or starvation,” continued muttered Downing as he hobbled off to the 

the heroic student.

1THAT OR STARVATION
PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE

Doctor John’s secret was out when a 
picture of him appeared on the social page 
of the Gleaner with the caption A 
“Blushingly beautiful in her white gown, 
the young bride receives a gift from 
hubby’s boss."

Head Nurse for First Aid.
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The Dominion of Canada Tongolese ible for the malicious acts of wanton 
Speaking Association will hold a mass streaking that have occurred lately in this 
rally in the telephone booth directly fair city, 
opposite the Dominion store on King Street 
tonight at three o’clock.

RESPONSIBLE FOR STREAKING
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STREAK TO IODE

They have blamed t.ie Tibetian minority 
for inflation, the energy shortage, 

This small, but vocal, radical left, breakdown of morals, and the cigarette 
pinko-communist organization has been burns in the rug of the Legislative 
demanding equal linguistic and cultural building. If their demands are not met, 
rights with the “chauvinistic” Tibetian they threaten, they will streak the next 
minority of Aberdeen Street. Many meeting of the I.O.D.E. en masse, wearing 
government observers hold them respons- only skull caps and squid-jigging boots.
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*Chris Gilliss says, “I don’t need feet to 

talk with my mouth full.”
Life as Ed Stewart’s private secretary 

can become quite hectic (and a little 
disappointing), says Xaveria Hollander.

A well-known pediatrician says that the 
dangers of intelligence in the student are 
“frequently exaggerated.”

One UNB student actually read through 
all the Junk mail the University 
Administration delivered to her home.
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MUDNIGHT roving photographer Rin Wand has unearthed a shocked debacle of children 
being jailed by the hundreds In the pristine village of Frederickton, Canada. Officials refuse 
to give any comment and say that no such thing Is happening. This picture obviously 
disputes their wdrdsl Red MUDKIGHT next week . g,Tall expose on this shocking 
occurrence. J |
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